This paper reports on the development of a realistic knowledge-based application using the MOBAL system. Some problems and requirements resulting from industrial-caliber tasks are formulated. A step-by-step account of the construction of a knowledge base for such a task demonstrates how the interleaved use of several learning algorithms in concert with an inference engine and a graphical interface can ful ll those requirements. Design, analysis, revision, re nement and extension of a working model are combined in one incremental process. This illustrates the balanced cooperative modeling approach. The case study is taken from the telecommunications domain and more precisely deals with security management in telecommunications networks. MOBAL would be used as part of a security management tool for acquiring, validating and re ning a security policy. The modeling approach is compared with other approaches, such as KADS and stand-alone machine learning.
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1 Introduction This paper reports on the development of a realistic application using the MOBAL modeling environment 1 . Frequently,`toy' applications of machine learning or knowledge acquisition are published. The advantages are that the system developers can build this application without the time-consuming interaction with an expert and that readers easily understand what the data and rules are about. The disdvantage is that size and complexity of such published applications may be unconvincing. Moreover, if the user of the system is identical with its developer he or she cannot test the usability of the system. The developer uses the system in the same spirit in which it was developed. So, possible enhancements of the system will not be recognized by the system developer. Realistic requirements are encountered if a knowledge engineer who has not developed the system uses it for an actual need 2 . Knowledge acquisition and machine learning are frequently coupled by the acquisition environment calling up a stand-alone learning algorithm. This kind of integration does not pro t as much as if an an interaction of diverse tools, among them learning tools, is used. A full integration of tools requires a common knowledge representation for all of them. If knowledge engineers have to decide whether to write down the overall domain structure, relations between classes of objects and rules of the domain or to have them learned by a tool they might get into trouble either way. First, some rules can only be learned after some classes of objects have been acquired. Second, the knowledge engineer thinks of some rules only after learning has produced an overall domain structure on the basis of given rules. Why not manually enhance the rule base using the knowledge acquisition environment? In many cases, only the integration of user input and learning results enables the system to support the overall modeling process. The approach of balanced cooperative modeling allows exible work share between system and user. A system supporting this kind of modeling must be able to learn structures that can also be input by the user and must be able to integrate user input as if it were a result of its own learning activity. The MOBAL system used here supports the balanced cooperative modeling approach Mor91] .
Many databases for attribute-value representations exist for machine learning. Among them are those from real applications. The success of machine learning can easily be illustrated by applications of algorithms using an attribute-value representation CKB87], Mic89], but many realistic applications require a relational representation. Learning algorithms for relational representations in restricted rst order logic have been created only recently EHR83], Qui90]. The MOBAL system employs a relational learning algorithm, RDT KW92] . Experience with its integrated use in a knowledge acquisition environment which is based on a restricted rst-order logic is described in this paper.
1
MOBAL is developed at GMD as part of the European ESPRIT P2154 project \Machine Learning Toolbox" (MLT). 2 Another reason why real applications are not published is that they are con dential. The MLT project gave us the opportunity to untertake real applications and publish the gained experience.
The development of a knowledge-based application is a truly incremental process. Both, the initial design of an appropriate model and the subsequent augmentations of the domain are incremental. The call for incremental knowledge bases has a long tradition in various branches of AI, among them O ce Automation (see e.g. Bar82] SvMV90]). In Knowledge Acquisition, however, the top-down approach of stepwise re nement is still dominating. The top-down approach requires a user to rst carefully design the application before the model becomes operational. The operational model cannot be changed together with its documentation, i.e. the description of the model. However, revisons are necessary because the knowledge engineer might miss some important points or the domain itself might change. A knowledge acquisition system should support revisions at any step of the modeling cycle. This means to putting the burden of a 'sloppy' knowledge engineer on the system. MOBAL is a system which supports sloppy modeling Mor89] .
Section 2 brie y describes the application domain, and section 3 gives an overview of the MOBAL system. The incremental knowledge acquisition process is then detailed in section 4. Conclusions relating to the application domain and to the MOBAL system are given in section 5. The modeling procedure illustrated here is compared with other procedures.
2 The SPEED Application
The Application Domain
As information systems become more decentralized and open, they are subject to greater risks in terms of security. Many di erent users, in many di erent locations, will share a common communication and processing infrastructure. The design and implementation of a proper security control system becomes a very complex task. Moreover, the security policy changes over time because the users, the network and the services change, and the access control function must always remain coherent with the security policy. By security policy, we mean the set of rules which govern the access control of the system applications.
The SPEED 3 (Security Policy Expression and Enforcement in Distributed systems) project aims at designing tools to manage and enforce the security policy of distributed open systems. The functions of these tools are: acquisition (how to specify a policy), maintenance (how to modify a policy), validation (how to guarantee that a policy is sensible and coherent) and enforcement (how to implement a policy). All these tools are to be integrated in a prototype workstation for a security manager. The maintenance of security policy is a long lasting e ort. This means that the life time of the system should be rather long. This makes the capability of changing the knowledge base very important. Several users will work with the system over the years. Therefore, the knowledge base must be easy to understand and inspect.
The developped application is in the telecommunication domain and more precisely for TMN systems (Telecommunication Management Network). The role of the TMN is to o er di erent functionalities for the management of a telecommunication network, i.e. fault, con guration, accounting, performance and security management. As many types of operators in di erent companies can do many types of functions on critical data, the security of a TMN is very important.
The knowledge base for managing the security of a TMN is to describe a network of routing switches and specify which employees of which of the company involved may perform which operations on which components in the network. Relevant information in this context concerns various attributes of the employees, companies, switches and operations involved. For example, a switch may be owned by one company, but (some of its subcomponents) rented out to another; some operations are applicable to a class of switch subcomponent, while others apply to the switch itself; some operations are less security-critical than others, such as reading certain logs as opposed to modifying them; some employees have special privileges. These attributes all have an e ect on who may perform which operation on which switch or switch subcomponent.
Developing such a security policy knowledge base can be viewed as a learning task, where the attributes mentioned above form the background knowledge in the domain, and facts specifying allowed (or explicitly disallowed) operations form the learning examples. The learning task is then to nd justi cations for the latter among the former, i.e., to discover rules that use facts from the background knowledge in the premise, and facts from the examples in the conclusion. For instance, one rule discovered by MOBAL states that an employee of the company owning a switch may create a new security log for that switch if s/he works in the department that manages the switch, and has certain special privileges: The problem solving strategy in the domain is simply to conclude from employee, component (switches, subcomponents) and operation characteristics to access rights regarding an operation. The complexity of the domain comes from the number of di erent employees, components and operations. If we have 100 employees, 100 components and 10 operations 4 , the may-operate concept has 100*100*10=100,000 possible instances. The problem of knowledge acquisition in this domain is that no experience with such an application exists already. Thus, only rudimentary data were present at the beginning. Moreover, it is unknown how the data of real network uses will be statistically distributed. Therefore, representative examples of the domain could not be selected. Moreover, the needed concepts for the application 4 These numbers will vary. For eventual on-site installations, they represent realistic lower bounds. For knowledge acquisition, we worked with subsets of varying size.
are to be discovered during knowledge acquisition and further use of the system. There is no expert who could know them completely in advance.
Resulting Requirements
The ('toy') examples often encountered in machine learning literature serve the purpose of demonstrating the algorithms' workings, but usually have little bearing on real world needs. A more practice-oriented application of the caliber outlined above poses requirements that cannot be met by stand-alone, one-shot algorithms. The application is characterized by the following features:
1. Incomplete knowledge about this new application, i.e. the necessary concepts and how they apply to the objects of the domain are not known in advance. This also means that a statistical distribution, which would enable us to select representative examples, is missing. 2. Several knowledge engineers and users work with the system. 3. The domain changes over the years. A security policy which is adequate today may become inadequate tommorow. 4. The application cannot be adequately described using an attribute-value representation. 5. The application is needed and should be accomplished in as little a time as possible. Let us clarify the third point with an example. The predicate may-operate(user, switch, op) could be compiled into an attribute value representation of the form <user>-may-operate-<switch>(op). This would produce a new predicate for each combination of user and switch (subcomponent). Although possible, it is a very ine cient representation that is hard to understand and to enhance. The represenation in rst order logic shows more clearly the relation between a user and several switches and several operations. Note that in this representation, the relation is indeterminate; a user is related with several switches and with several operations. Hence, an easy restriction for machine learning, the ij-determinate clauses MF92], is impossible for this application.
From these characteristics we can infer the following requirements which a knowledge acquisition system has to ful l:
The incomplete knowledge requires the system to detect missing concepts. Learning from incomplete data is frequently handled by applying the closed world assumption. All examples which are not given are then classi ed as false. The closed world assumption produces the complement of given data. This, however, cannot be applied here. It would produce a huge amount of data without guaranteeing their truth. Learning with incomplete data is a challenging task for a machine learning system.
Another consequence of the rst feature of the domain is that re nement and augmentation need to be supported by the system. The second feature of the application requires the system to support inspection and analysis of existing knowledge. The knowledge base must be presented clearly and according to various points of view. Contradictions are to be detected by the system and all involved items (i.e. facts and rules which have produced the contradiction) are to be found. The system must support the revision of every representation item. When items are deleted the knowledge base must be maintained. The representation formalism must be capable of expressing relations. The tools must be capable of handling even indeterminate relations. The system should discover rules implicit in the given examples and background knowledge. This paper aims at demonstrating how such requirements can be met by a system o ering on-line machine learning capabilities, as opposed to one-shot, batch-oriented learning algorithms. The result is an incremental process in which there is no predened sequence of steps to be taken. The user is supported by the system not only in rule and concept discovery, but in many of the tedious bookkeeping tasks necessary to ensure coherence in a changing knowledge base.
MOBAL
MOBAL is a sophisticated system for developing, validating, and maintaining operational models of application domains. It integrates a manual knowledge acquisition and inspection environment, a powerful inference engine, machine learning methods for automated knowledge acquisition, and a knowledge revision tool.
By using MOBAL's knowledge acquisition environment, a user can incrementally develop a model of an application domain in terms of logical facts and rules, i.e., in a representation that is much more powerful than attribute-based formalisms. The entered knowledge can be viewed and inspected in text or graphic windows, augmented, or changed at any time. The built-in inference engine can immediately execute the rules that have been entered to show the consequences of existing inputs, or answer queries about the current knowledge. MOBAL also builds a dynamic sort taxonomy that provides information about the objects that have been used in a domain. The system can automatically construct a predicate topology re ecting the inference structure of a knowledge base. Machine learning methods can be used to automatically discover rules based on the facts that have been entered, or to form new concepts. If there are contradictions in the knowledge base due to incorrect rules or facts, there is a knowledge revision tool to help locate the problem and x it by recording exceptions or modifying rules.
Incrementally Building the Application Domain
This section shows how the requirements formulated in Section 2.2 are met by the MOBAL system, using the development of the SPEED domain as an example. Problems of data origin and inspection, and handling incomplete data are addressed rst. The modeling issues of de ning and handling the three basic types of knowledge -(classes of) objects, relations and rules -are discussed in the subsequent sections. The knowledge engineering issues of knowledge revision and addition are addressed last.
Getting Data
The real-world expertise on the SPEED domain stems from cooperation between GMD and Alcatel. Initially, there were two sources of information: an internal Alcatel document describing the structure of the security policy problem in the telecommunications context, and a small collection of facts (in Prolog-compatible rst order logic notation) exemplifying this structure: In addition to this background knowledge, there were some learning examples of the form may-operate(<user>, <component>, <operation>), specifying that <user> may perform <operation> on <component>. These were read into MOBAL, where they were translated into MOBAL's own internal format, and where they could be inspected with the facilities described in the following. Translation from Prolog notation consists mainly of initializing the datastructures that will later be used for inferences, truth maintenance and knowledge revision. This is one of several ways of getting data into the system. ESPRIT project Machine Learning Toolbox (MLT) has developed a Common Knowledge Representation Language (CKRL) which is supported by MOBAL, both as input and as output Kie91] . A third possibility is the connection of data source, such as a database program, via MOBAL's programming interface Kie90] . In principle, a knowledge base in MOBAL is an evolving model and data can be both read in and successively input by hand.
Basic Inspection
MOBAL o ers multiple windows which display the various knowledge items both as text and graphically. Figure 1 on page 10 shows several facts windows focussed on di erent parts of the knowledge base. These can be tailored to o er an overview of the switches, companies, locations, etc. described in the original data. Facts (all manner of knowledge items, in fact) can also be displayed graphically { Figure 1 also shows a graph centered around the term castro, an employee. The lower left of the gure shows a predicate window: upon reading in data, MOBAL makes note of the predicates used in the facts. This further eases getting acquainted with the domain. The predicate window is obstructed in part by a pull-down menu o ering access to further facilities.
Incomplete Knowledge
At any point in the modeling process, the task involves pinpointing and xing incompleteness in the knowledge or adding new information. Whether data is read in or succesively input, incomplete knowledge poses a great problem. Incompleteness comes in two avors:
known concepts are not applied to all objects, even though valid concepts are missing { these may be implicitly present in data, but the expert does not know in advance that they are signi cant. For example, the employee concept may be divided into subconcepts according to what operations the employees are allowed to perform. These subconcepts can be used to nd succinct descriptions of the may-operate concept.
{ information may be missing. A common approach, the closed-world assumption, cannot apply here, because missing data cannot be assumed to be negated. As it turns out, adding new information requires subsequent analysis for incompleteness, so that from an engineering point of view, there is no reason to distinguish it from xing incompleteness (see Section 4.8).
Classes of Objects
To discover both kinds of incompleteness, MOBAL's tool STT Kie88] computes a sort taxonomy, in which terms are put into sets according to which predicates they occur in as arguments . A lattice of classes is then computed from the subset relations between these sets MS91]. For instance, MOBAL constructed the class of all employees implicit but not explicit in the data because these terms all appear in n-th place of certain facts. Of course, the system did not call this class \employee", but deducing that the terms in the class represent employees is easier for the user than actually inspecting a hundred or more facts' arguments and discovering certain correlations. This is one of the ways in which MOBAL discovers concepts implicit in the data. Whether or not this concept is made explicit by introducing a unary predicate is a design decision.
In keeping with the balanced paradigm, MOBAL also provides for user sorts, where the types of objects appearing as arguments of facts are given names. The sort taxonomy re ects both the computed argument sorts and the user-de ned user sorts.
Looking at the graph representation of the taxonomy, it is easy to pinpoint places where facts are missing. Such holes are in essence a discepancy between user and computed sorts. In Figure 2 , for example, the region sort has a subsort class 8, which consists of all objects appearing as second argument of covers facts. A region is an area on the map used to specify the location of the switches. A company has di erent departments that cover a region if they manage the company's switches in that region. Ideally, all regions in the knowledge base should be covered by at least one department. Consequently, the existence of a distinct class 8 in the taxonomy shows the user that there are some covers facts missing in the knowledge base. Once these are entered, class 8 disappears from the taxonomy.
Another way of discovering implicit concepts is handled by MOBAL's concept learning component CLT Wro90] . In the SPEED application, MOBAL discovered that the set of terms the user called \employees" could be partitioned into subsets according to which operations they were permitted to perform. This resulted in two concepts, concept1 and concept2. CLT entered rules de ning these concepts and the corresponding facts about employees were inferred. The user renamed concept1 and concept2 to operator and manager (based on the de nitions given by CLT).
Relations Between Objects
In a domain such as SPEED, a propositional or attribute/value representation will not do. The may-operate concept, for example, is a ternary relation between employees, components and operations. Its size is a product of the number of objects in these classes. If we have 100 employees, 100 components and 10 operations, we would require 10000 attributes of the form joe may-operate switch44(X) each with 10 instances (one positive or negative for each operation). Worse still, we would have to formulate rules for each of the 10000 cases 5 .
As pointed out above, the closed world assumption will not do either. We are not in a position to enumerate the theoretical 100,000 positive and negative examples, so the examples not present cannot simply be assumed to be negated.
A indeterminate relational representation allows our model to be compact and homogenous (a single three-placed predicate for may-operate rather than 10,000 5
The LINUS system LDG91] performs this type of transformation from relational to attribute/value format.
Figure 2: The sort taxonomy with user sorts one-placed predicates) and independant of the number of objects in the domain. Moreover, it allows us to formulate (and learn) rules about classes of objects (employees, components, operations) rather than rules about objects (joe, switch44, op3).
Modeling decisions { such as the question of introducing explicit predicates for the classes found by STT { are usually made early on, yet have far-reaching consequences. For this reason. MOBAL o ers revisability at any point in the modeling process. Predicates can be renamed across the entire knowledge base with a single command. For more complex revisions, rules can be used to translate between representations. If, for instance, we have two predicates works-in(<employee>, <department>) and operator(<employee>) we can write a rule
to generate the more speci c operator-in concept.
The intensional descriptions of classes found by STT can be used in the same way to make them explicit in the knowledge base. If for instance we wanted to explicitly keep track of the covered regions discussed in the previous section, we could use STT's intensional description (arg 2(covers): the second argument of covers facts) to enter the rule
which would generate the desired facts for every existing covers fact and whenever a new covers fact is entered.
Rules (Relations Between Relations)
4.6.1 Uses of Rule Next to this translative use, rules can be used to generate data which is useful both for knowledge structure and for learning. If we have modelled components and operations, for instance, we may nd it useful to state which operations are applicable in principle to a speci c component. Rather than entering by hand each of (for example) 100*10 possiblities, we can enter rules of the form which not only generate the desired facts, but have the added beni t of automatically inferring appropriate applicable facts whenever new components are entered into the system.
If rules of this type have been forgotten, the sort taxonomy will immediatly re ect this fact (recall Section 4.4).
Rules may also be used as constraints, as in so that whenever an operator is allowed a status-change operation, MOBAL will detect a contradiction.
Learning Rules
From an ML point of view, the most important role of rules is that of a concise description of a set of examples. From our point of view as knowledge engineers, rules are an elegant way of de ning access rights, rather than enumerating all the possible may-operate facts. If we know some rules about access rights, we can enter them by hand and use MOBAL's facilities to verify the results. If, on the other hand, we don't know the rules (or only some of them), we can enter examples of legal access and have MOBAL learn rules from these examples. As pointed out in Section 4.3, these examples will in general be incomplete, so we cannot allow the learning component to make the closed world assumption. To full l these criteria, MOBAL's relational learning component RDT KW92] treats the entire knowledge base as (incomplete) background knowledge and the available examples of the may-operate predicate as examples. RDT searches for rules that correctly deduce the available examples of access privileges from the available background knowledge. Among those found was the rule cited in Section 2. In various versions of the knowledge base, with varying numbers of examples, rules covering all valid examples were found (some numbers are given in Section 5.2). More importantly, as the examples will always be incomplete, the learned rules inferred new access priviliges. Once the correctness of the rules was established (see next section), these derived access priviledges could be awarded as much con dence as the input examples.
Evaluating Rules
As with all knowledge items, MOBAL o ers text and graph views of rules. To make a rule easier to read, the variables can be replaced with sorts (user or computed), so that the rule Rules with more than four premise predicates are almost impossible to understand without this facility.
The option of viewing rules as a graph a ords a good overview over the rule base (see Figure 3) . White nodes in the graph represent predicates { premise pred-icates at the origin of arcs and conclusion predicates at their goal. The transparent nodes represent the rules \connecting" premises with conclusions. Figure 3 shows an excerpt of the rules discovered in the SPEED domain. Additional information on rule r18 appears in a pop-up menu. Semantically unsound rules can be detected by inspecting the rule graph (see Section 4.7).
The Consequences of Rules
At any point in the modeling process, the e ects of the available knowledge must be made apparent to the knowledge engineer. Using STT to pinpoint \holes" in the knowledge base is an example. Underlying this and other facilities discussed in the following is the fact that MOBAL integrates a powerful inference engine with the knowledge base and the various tools. The inference engine IM2 Emd89] applies rules to the knowledge base using both forward and backward chaining, so that the e ects are visible immediately. If the user does not agree with the e ects, s/he may simply delete the entire rule or some facts. In either case, truth is maintained by IM2, i.e., if a fact or a rule is deleted, its consequences are also retracted.
Detecting Contradictions
Contradictions in the knowledge base may be caused by input or rule application. Also, the user may explicitly contradict an undesired fact instead of deleting. Any of these contradictions are detected by IM2 and can be handled by MOBAL's knowledge revision component KRT (see Section 4.7).
Acceptance Criteria
Another way of evaluating rules concerns the acceptance criteria computed by RDT during learning. RDT uses acceptance criteria to decide whether a hypothesis quali es as a rule, based on certain characteristic system-computed values (such as positive and negative instances, and instances of the conclusion not covered by the hypothesis) that re ect the extent to which a hypothesis is con rmed or contradicted by actual data in the knowledge base. By de nition, all rules discovered by RDT meet these criteria, but inspecting their characteristic values o ers insights into how well they do so. Furthermore, if initial input contains rules, or rules are entered by hand, then their relative \worth" can be read from these characteristic values.
Performance Statistics MOBAL also o ers statistics about rules, which include information on other rules with the same conclusion, information on coverage and on extensional redundancy. A major direction of current work is the development of a tool for rule set analysis and subsequent restructuring Som92].
Rule Models
Another method of evaluating rules involves rule models. Every rule in MOBAL is an instance of a rule model, and several rules may be derived from one model. Rule models are special rules where the predicates are variable. A rule is derived from a model by instantiating the predicate variables with predicates from the domain at hand. Inspecting the rule models of rules o ers insights into their structure. Two The predicate variable p1 was instantiated with the domain predicate owner to derive the rst rule, and with rented-by for the second. Apart from that, they are identical, though quite di erent in meaning. By looking at which rule models were actually used in the rules discovered by MOBAL, the user is able to discover such structural similarities, and formulate addition models which can then be used selectively by RDT to look for further rules. Such selective learning passes are much quicker than complete ones.
Discovering and Utilizing Inferential Structure
The predicate topology tool PST Kli91] is a means of classifying the predicates used in a domain. Intuitively, PST does this by grouping predicates that appear as premises of certain rules, as opposed to those that appear as conclusions. For instance, PST grouped together the manages and works-in predicates, because they both appear in rules \pointing to" the may-operate predicate (Figure 3) . The topology constructed in this way a ords a valuable overview over the domain's inferential structure in several ways: It is a valuable abstraction of the rule graph. The excerpt visible in Figure 3 gives some indication of the complexity of a realistic domain's rule graph -in the corresponding topology, the individual rules are no longer represented, and their premise predicates manages, works-in, rented-by, etc. are merged to a single node. Topology nodes at the base can be interpreted as input, those inside as intermediate results, and those at the top as the overall goals of the inferential task the knowledge base solves.
In accordance with the balanced approach, the user may de ne his/her own topology, re ecting her/his intuitions about the domain, as opposed the status- 
Revising Knowledge
Next to the contradictions mentioned in Section 4.6.3, facts and rules may simply be undesirable. Some of the rules discovered by the learning component, while strictly correct, may be of less interest. Others, no less correct, may be redundant or tautological in a domain expert's eyes (all operators are employees; all managers are employees; all companies have employees; if a switch has an error-counter, then that switch is a switch, etc.). Such unwanted rules can be disposed of properly by retracting them. The inference engine keeps things tidy by additionally retracting any facts derived from a deleted rule { without deleting any input facts also covered by the rule, of course. An unwanted fact can be deleted in much the same way: select and ask MOBAL to delete it. This is straightforward for input facts { MOBAL simply retracts them. Facts that were inferred by the system on the basis of rules cannot simply be removed, because their incorrectness re ects back on those rules. If the user discovers a derived fact s/he wishes to delete, then the fault is not local (as would be the case with an input fact) but rather in the responsible rule(s). In this case, MOBAL's knowledge revision component KRT must be invoked Wro90]. In the course of knowledge revision, KRT o ers suggestions as to the responsible rule (blame assignment) and disallows the o ending fact by noting it as an exception to the rule. Several such exceptions will be tolerated until the rule becomes implausible, for instance if it has more exceptions than correct applications 6 . Then more involved revising becomes necessary, in which the rule is reformulated so that it no longer covers the exceptions. This may involve searching for new concepts to distinguish between exceptions and correct applications, which is handled by CLT Wroon].
Adding Knowledge
The facilities for adding new knowledge have basically been described in the previous sections, because in an incremental system such as MOBAL, it makes no di erence whether changes in the knowledge base are caused by inference (translation, generation, learned rules, input rules), retraction, revision, reading in or entering by hand. To summarize, when knowledge is changed in any of these ways the inference engine computes the consequences (truth maintenance) which can be inspected with the various views provided by MOBAL (fact, predicate and rule graphs, sort taxonomy, predicate topology) the inference engine detects direct and indirect contradictions, which are handled by KRT incompleteness can be detected with the help of STT and PST typical typos, such as reversal of arguments, are detected by STT the predicate window keeps track of all predicates and can be used as a lexicon and to de ne user sorts rules can be checked for plausibility (acceptance criteria) and evaluated in various ways (performance statistics, rule models) new knowledge is immediately available for learning (CLT, RDT) In keeping with the sloppy and balanced paradigms, any manner of change in knowledge is possible at any point in the modeling process.
Evaluation and Discussion

The Application Point of View
The interactive use of MOBAL has proved useful in the SPEED application domain. In particular, MOBAL as a front-end system for a security manager allows it to:
describe the TMN distributed domain (in terms of employees, network nodes, operations, companies, : : : ) in a coherent way. The security manager is also able to enter general laws of the domain under the form of rules. a ect speci c access rights for speci c employees. automatically generate access control rules consistent with the particular rights given to particular employees. manage the extension or modi cation of the domain. Either new network components, services, operators or companies are added, or some speci c access rights are modi ed. Contradictions with existing access control rules or even general basic rules of the domain are immediately detected and propositions for revisions are given. In the construction of the SPEED domain, facts and rules evolved in parallel because there were only few data initially, and these data contained no rules at all. Accordingly, most work in developing the domain involved \cleaning up", revising, and extending the knowledge base. If more data had been available, emphasis would have been more on the initial analysis/learning-from-examples aspect, such as facts describing employees, switches, companies and interrelations as background knowledge, and may-operate facts as examples. The modeling task would then consist more of discovering rules and concepts implicit but not explicit in the data { an obvious machine learning task. It is an advantage of MOBAL that di erent modeling procedures are supported. MOBAL is here not only viewed as an initial knowledge acquisition tool, but rather as an online continuous management system in a domain where changes and modi cations are part of the normal activity. This management aspect is complementary to the present work undertaken in the TMN security community. The access rights given to (or generated by) and validated by MOBAL would then be transferred and enforced in the TMN security routines.
The future line of action in this domain, already undertaken at Alcatel Alsthom Recherche, is to encapsulate MOBAL in a custom Human-Computer Interface, closed to the application domain, in which the MOBAL powerful representation mechanisms and functions are transparent to the security manager. Employees, networks nodes, operations, access rights and rules are displayed in a manner easily understandable for the domain expert. Whenever modi cations are performed, the appropriate MOBAL functions are called to maintain a consistent state of the domain or to issue warning messages to the security manager.
Knowledge Acquisition and Machine Learning
In order to clarify the approach of balanced cooperative modeling illustrated by MOBAL, we compare it with other approaches to modeling, as follows:
kads WB86] has become a most important modeling approach Sch92] which follows a two-step procedure. First, the application is speci ed at diverse levels and diverse aspects. Second, the operational model is designed and implemented. A similar approach is supported by keats Data origin: Are the data queried by the system, read in from a data le, volunteered by the user, partially generated, or (-) only kept in mind by the knowledge engineer?
Role of cases: Are cases used to guide the human-system interaction, used as examples, or not exploited for knowledge acquisition at all?
Expressiveness: Is the representation formalism expressive as attribute value representations are or is it a restriction of rst order logic? The most important advantage of a restricted rst order logic is the expression of relations. These can be divided into determinate and indeterminate relations. If a system can handle indeterminate relations it is also capable of handling determinate relations, but not vice versa.
Modes of interaction: How is the cooperation of the knowledge engineer and the system organized? The modeling process may be run by the system which queries the user or run by the user who calls a tool. The cooperation can be xed by a procedure or freely structured by the user. If the model is not operational but rst written using a text editor, there is no interaction between system and user concerning the modeling activity. It is then uninterpreted user input. This is indicated by "-" in Table 1 .
Assumptions about world knowledge: A system assumes the knowledge to be complete, to be completable by the closed world assumption, or to be inherently incomplete.
Modeling procedure: The procedure can be top-down ( rst specifying the concepts which are then used to describe the domain objects), bottom-up ( rst describing the domain objects then de ning the concepts and their relations), or cyclical (i.e. a mixture of the above mentioned procedures).
Learning modus: A learning algorithm can be called by the knowledge acquisition system, integrated into it, or can be completely missing. The algorithm can be a one-shot or incremental one. If several learning algorithms are integrated and can be used in di erent modes, this is indicated as "multistrategy" Mic91].
Verifyability: Integrity and consistency can be manually checked by the knowledge engineer who compares the speci cation with the implementation or inspects the acquired model. The model used as the speci cation can be operational so that the system checks the consistency of rules and the integrity of data with respect to the rules. A semi-automatic way of verifying is to execute test cases and to compare the results with the known correct solutions. This is indicated as "test on cases" in Table 1 .
Inspectability: To see whether the operational model corresponds to the end-users' intentions, several tools ranging from text editors to structuring tools can be used. Graphical presentations are often well suited for this task. However, if no structuring tool rst reduces the amount of information to be presented, the graphical presentation may become confusing.
Revisability: Revisions of the knowledge base can be supported by various means or can be performed manually using a text editor in an edit and compile cyle. The latter case will be indicated by " -" in the table below. These criteria are less nely grained than those used in Boo89] and ner grained than those used in SW90] because they are to cover machine learning, knowledge acquisition, knowledge representation or speci cation, and integrated systems. They need not cover all the elicitation techniques which are condensed into the criterion of data origin.
The table on page 23, summarizing the comparison, describes in its columns sets of systems which follow a certain approach. If only one such system has a desired feature, it is named. Otherwise, the table is lled with typical values for the approaches in order to clearly distinguish them. Some quali cations of the table are to be made. The kads methodology guides knowledge engineers in how to tackle their task. This insight can be used with each system 7 . The two-step approach, however, relies on a non-operational conceptual model. Veri cation requires some sort of operationality. An inference engine applying the acquired rules on test cases is used by knack, for example. The inference engine of MOBAL, with data dependency handling, detects contradictions of facts and nds the rules and facts which produced the contradiction. As soon as the conceptual model becomes operational by using a representation formalism (as proposed in Wet90] or KVRD91]), the distinction between the conceptual and the design model vanishes. Then, the approach becomes similar to the one illustrated by MOBAL, except that no learning tool is integrated. Therefore, Frank van Harmelen and John Balder vHB92] proposed a formal but not operational language solwly for speci cation. They aim is to automatically check the consistency, completeness, and soundness of the formal speci cation, but this has not yet been done. Comparing MOBAL with one-shot learning algorithms means comparing two very di erent things. MOBAL's learning algorithm, RDT, can be used as a oneshot learning algorithm, although its predecessor was an incremental algorithm.
Calculating the support for a hypothesis anew is much cheaper than backtracking the e ects of changes to hypotheses. Therefore, RDT is a one-shot algorithm which is embedded such that the overall system behavior supports incremental modeling.
Although a comparison of RDT and other learning algorithms is not a central topic in this paper, di erent algorithms can be and have been integrated into MOBAL. A brief review of testing FOIL Qui90] on the SPEED data may be of interest. The comparison shows the e ect of the closed world assumption (indicated as "completeable" in the table). When entering 587 positive examples of may-operate into FOIL 8 , it applied the closed world assumption and found two good rules and an incorrect one in 252.5 seconds. The rules covered 21 percent of the examples. For the same data, RDT found 14 rules (including one learned by FOIL) in 443.0 seconds. The rules covered 89 percent of the examples.
When adding one negative example to the data set, FOIL no longer applies the closed world assumption and so nds four strange rules with a coverage of zero percent 9 . RDT delivered the same rules as before.
This illustrates the importance of the assumption about knowledge. If we have a domain with a big and completeable set of examples, FOIL is very fast and efcient. If we do not know in advance how many examples we will have and how representative they are, RDT is a good choice for learning. In this experiment, we had 587 examples from a possible 8775 instances of may-operate. The examples represent only 6.7 percent of this theoretical total, and we cannot guarantee that we do in fact know all intended legal access privileges at any given point in time. This is no problem though, as MOBAL supports an incremental modeling style and can handle incomplete knowledge.
The most salient distinction between balanced cooperative modeling and the other approaches is that the user has more than one option to choose from (page 23). Text editors, of course, allow every modeling style. However, there is no operational, interpreted model then, the user is not supported in modeling. The balanced cooperative modeling approach tries to combine the freedom that a text editor o ers with the support of a system that interprets the evolving model. The aim is to not x the procedure of modeling for all and every application but to exibly support di erent working styles for di erent applications.
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